Abstract-We present our preliminary findings as part of a coronal condensations and bright spots, are common new data mining application aiming at the automatic detection around the time of solar maximum (the sun goes through of images with coronal loops from one of NASA's solar image a cycle of activity every 11 years), while larger faint databases, known as EIT. Coronal loops are immense arches of hot gas on the surface of the Sun, thought to be jets of hot onest last d solr weeks a ty pical o e plasma flowing along in the alleys between the strong coronal quiet corona, when solar activity is low. The two ends magnetic fields. We use various data mining techniques including of a loop, known as footprints, lie in regions of the combining crisp and fuzzy classifiers for automated detection of photosphere of opposite magnetic polarity to each other. blocks extracted from EIT solar images. Our data mining and Coronal loops have been linked to complex phenomena retrieval system helps provide relevant data to astrophysicists who need such data to study the solar corona, and whose work onates sn, such asvolent corona mas rejtions, solar is traditionally hindered by the need to manually sift through flares, and solar storms, that affect the rest of the solar thousands of images in order to locate the very few that are useful system, by shaking the Earth's magnetic field and power for further analysis. Our data-driven approach is distinct from grids, and possibly harming satellites and astronomers related image processing based approaches that cannot scale to in space. Measurements of the temperature distribution large image databases because they rely mostly on semi-automated along the loop length can be used to support or eliminate detection and on heavy and computationally intensive local shape analysis.'234 various classes of coronal temperature models [7] . In order to make progress, scientific analysis requires data observed by instruments such as EIT, TRACE, and I. INTRODUCTION SXT [7] . The combination of EIT, TRACE, and SXT The Coronal Heating Problem [8, 9] is one of the information provides a powerful data set that will yield longest standing unsolved mysteries in astrophysics, and unprecedented detail on the plasma parameters of a is essentially concerned with understanding and model-variety of coronal loop structures. The biggest obstacle ing the exact properties of temperature distribution along to completing studies of the solar loop properties has coronal loops. The corona is the uppermost level of the been putting the data set together, so that the subseSun's (or another star's) atmosphere, lying immediately quent scientific analysis is performed. The search for above its visible surface. Coronal loops (see Figure 1) interesting images (the ones with coronal loops) is by far are immense arches of hot gas on the surface of the the most time consuming aspect of this scientific task, Sun, thought to be jets of hot plasma flowing along in amounting to a "search for a needle in a haystack". In the alleys between the strong coronal magnetic fields. this paper, we present an approach to sift through data They are visible at X-ray, ultraviolet, and white-light sets downloaded from online NASA solar image datawavelengths, and consist of an arch, extending upward bases and automatically discover the rare but interesting from the photosphere for tens or hundreds of thousands images with solar loops, which are essential in studies of of kilometers. Bright coronal loops, in the form of the Coronal Heating Problem. The proposed solar loop mining scheme relies on: (i) Collection and labeling of a 1Nurcan Durak, Olfa Nasraoui, Sofiane Sellah, Heba Elgazzar, and sample data set of images coming from both categories Carlos Rojas are with the Dept. of Computer Science and Engineering, (with and without solar loops), and (ii) learning models
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we resorted to a supervised learning strategy, where examples of blocks with and without loops are used to B. Block Extraction and Labeling build a prediction model that can detect the occurence of A set of image blocks, tangent to the solar circle, are loops based on various features. The following low level extracted from each preprocessed image. Only blocks features [4, 5] were extracted from the intensity levels [20] , Multi Layer Perceptron Neural networks (MLP), Support Vector Machines (SVM) [21] , Naive Bayes Fig. 3 . Preprocessing to highlight structures: (a) before (used for classifiers, and Adaboost [22] . low level features), and (b) after edge detection (used for high level
In general, loop blocks can be very diverse in their features). Notice the presence of a loop structure on the left side of shape, size, and direction, and in some cases, are very the solar disk, just below the equator line.
hard t d
to th-nrie -ua eye) from other solar phenomena that occurs in the corona, such a coronal mass ejections and solar flares. Figure 5 shows some loop blocks that proved difficult to classify correctly using all the above classifiers. These difficult of the longest line. The output of the fuzzy inference system is the block label which can be loop or no-loop. We determined the value ranges of the input parameters in the tree generated by C4.5 decision tree learning.
from the ranges in RIPPER's rules and the rules derived The resulting fuzzy rules are listed in Table II , with the from the branches of the C4.5 decision tree. Thus, for weights that are used to combine all the outputs into each input parameter, we have defined three intervals: the final decision the weights we defined based on the low, medium, and high. Some features had an additional number of data correctly classified in the corresponding value (TooHigh). Their ranges are listed in Table I , and RIPPER and C4.5 rules. We present results for a data set consisting of 103 We selected the fuzzy rules from the rules that were images, labeled by marking rectangular areas around generated by RIPPER and from short and pure branches loop blocks. From these images, 430 loop blocks and California, Morgan Kaufmann, 1995. 
